Sarcoma subtypes will be evaluated for a repurposing drugs initiative to advance treatment potential and options. We need you to help find better treatments and to learn from your experiences. We want to find out if there are any drugs, supplements, or natural products not prescribed for your sarcoma that make your life better or that might cause harm. We also want to help crowdsource treatment options that can be shared publicly with the community. If you want to know more about this project or have any questions, please send an email to cdrc@c-path.org.

Share your experience living with Sarcoma
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WHY WE NEED YOU!

Our goal is to better understand the current therapies being used for rare and ultra-rare sarcomas. Your medical records and patient information is the best source to find out the drugs you have taken and the treatments you have tried. By collecting and sharing all this information, we will help patients make better decisions about treatment and identify more treatment options. In the future, we hope to study even more types of sarcomas.
HOW DO I PARTICIPATE?

- Medical Records are helpful, but don't tell the whole story. We need your help! Your story can inform more treatment options for sarcoma patients.
- Share your treatments that you have received
- Sign up for xCures to help consolidate your medical records with your permission. Review and amend your records to share your story.
  - xCures will gather and provide access to all of your medical records, produce a visual summary of your care history and, when appropriate, provide information regarding clinical trials.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

- Check out the CDRC FAQ page
- Visit xcures.com/cdrc
- Email cdrc@c-path.org for more information

PLEASE SHARE THIS INFORMATION WITH OTHER FAMILIES LIVING WITH ANGIOSARCOMA, EHE, OR PECOMA. THE MORE PEOPLE PARTICIPATE, THE MORE WE WILL ALL LEARN!

PARTNERS & COLLABORATORS

- Anticancer Fund
- Cancer Center National Designated Comprehensive Cancer Center
- CLEAR CELL SARCOMA FOUNDATION
- CRITICAL PATH INSTITUTE
- The EHE Foundation
- EVERY CURE
- LMS - NATIONAL LEAKY VASCULAR FDN
- Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center
- MI5 AGENTS
- ROGEL CANCER CENTER
- UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
- Genaissance Foundation of America